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MSXtra memory
and UK 128K

Voice master
review

Why HC W is the
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to buy
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GOGO THE GHOST
150

different

Arcade/Adventure
haunted castle chambers

levmg

HEADACHE Arcade
Nervous Ned's quest to serve the Brain

m

*=*

3l?i
|oggraa«gg£

IB
CHICKIN CHASE Arcade

CIRCUS CIRCUS Arcade

Ruling the roost can be a hard

life

FIREBIRD SILVER CATALOGUE

02a

GOGO THE GHOST

Arcade/Adventure

MAILORDER
Please stale

numbers

name of game

(ana machine) and

required. Enclose crossed

made payable

to

FIREBIRD

cheque/PO

SOFTWARE

All

offers

are subject lo availability Orders are despatched

promptly

All

prices inclusive ot VAT and postage

MAIL ORDER: 'FREEPOST FIREBIRD.
WELLINGTON HOUSE,
UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE.
LONDON WC2H 9BR

m

BE

Twenty circus rings

to

escape

t:»:t:t;i:t:

Soapbox
.

..

the launch of the Enterprise
Mike Shirley, Enterprise
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Ncltj

commercial director suggested:
"It'll be a 128k Christmas"
lewill

right.
.

lAMSTRAD

.

I

COMMODORE

in only address a total of 64K
his means ihat those machine!

hich have more

memory

car

ISPECIAL FEATURES
type of switching is no
ami although w.
games written b]
see

I

lORIC

i

-.inink'

fac'iiities

this

I

extra

much

have

my

doubts that

memory will be of
home program-

use to the

memory may

loot

HUMMrfn.

38
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/REGULARS

IATARI

ir^r.

Chorrglog colour,

8

The message is quite simple.
Although vast amounts ol

1

attractive

the machine fulfil youi
needs? Made sure when you buy

/BBC

ne how ihat memory i>
and don't be swayed bj
numbers. Check that the
memory is usable by BASIC
~
and only buy if you are c
that the machine will suil

/

will

large

/

SPECTRUM

j/

CloitUnJodttWrt on...

.

Dave

needs.
•j

disagree or agree wilh
said in ihii oj/hwii

No.

ing

I

Argus Speciollsl PufalicoHons Lid.
Goldon Squore, London WIR JAB. 01-437 0626

by Jon

BASIC LIVING
ANb WHAT

Wedge and Jim

POES JWE SAY ABCCT THATT
rrs

GOING TO BE TECB1BLE...

)

Barker

'

Software update
whole balch of new

rhrrr'is a

e on! this week and the
c house with the most
..roducts is Interceptor

_..

Micros which has launched

five

I games, "cartoon strategy".
Creative Sparks has a new
range of budge! software.
[

The games cost O.50
and there are already four
shops for
in
the
available
Sparklers.

CM

Spectrum,

and

VIC-20

Interceptor Micros

mall primary school recently.
Prince Philip sent a congratumessage down the phone
o school children in Woodiey.
lerks. The message was then
transmitted to other Berkshire
tdary schools, using the

Centre

Times Network for Schools.

distributed.

latory

Cams

F

Crystals of

f

Jewels of Babylon
Arabian Nights

Spectrum
Spectrum
Spectrum

Transformer
Casino Royal
Video Pool

Sped rum

Interceptor Micros
Interceptor Micros
Interceptor Micros
£S.S0 Interceptor Micros
£9.95 ACS Software
£5.95 Oxford Cptr Pub
£5.95 Oxford Cptr Pub

Orpheus

!

\Kissin' Kousins
n Capers
in 2000
I Contraption

i

Network
which

message

!

new teaching

See the light-pen

25

in the grid

and there are

winners who will receive
pens direct from Trojan.

their

Amstrad w"
Keyns

rn:

Tom

stenscr.

Lynch.
KctKiing;

;PDO
Tooracv.

London:

Soundy]

A O

Klugc.

Rugby.

Spectrum pens for: S Mcrrcn.
Richmond; David O'Leary. Castleoridgc; Stephen Martin. London;

Horsrorth; Charles PallHcr.
1-

through
is

Hl-iii;

MctVi]INmi..(L.1.-,iinw;TJack'ion

HOML-

C.dMl'l

riNCi WT.KKI.Y

be'

(Inckk'riKilK.
was written o
I am sure 1

wotil processor.)
these

Berkshire primjty school.
expressed some of his ideas
computing in education:

Central ulat inns lo the winners
of our Trojan Light Pen
competition. There were 14

words

the 1

for Schools,

this

iiKwaBi.' ilsulf

was the opening of the £42,000
Centre for Computers in
lueation, which is housed in

211

May

I'.
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Eric

Doyle

Is

amazed and

stunned,

flipped by Anirog's Voice Master!

Voles Master

is ready for aclion.
Included in the package are

several

[i

digi-

programs which demon-

of ihe
machine, including two which
show how a speaking clonk or
calculator can be produced.
the

Apart

effeetively

thai

recognised my
from the TV sen

The
ivith

kit consists of a headset
a fully adjustable boom

capabilities

from

a

program

demonstrating voice recording,
there is also a voice recognition
program which works perfectly
as long as you use a flat lone of
voice. There is also a composer
program whereby you hum or
whistle a tune into the microphone and the corresponding
musical notation appears on the

puter. This plugs into Ihe digibox which connects to ihe
joystick port and lakes a sound
'
'
from the monilor output
et on the 64. After using
cassette or disc-bawil soft
liser

COMPUTING WEBK1

Y 28 May 1985

.

portable

Ii

is

from

found that all
In practice
software worked satisfactorily
but the composer
program required a very steady
note to he sounded because it is
I

the

fully

trar

machine

machine in the same way as ihe
voices on Activision's Ghostbusters or CBS Software's
Impossible Mission.
I

this

totally knocked om with
product and no words can

am

describe my admiration for (he
SID chip or for Covox,
American firm who devised this

stunning add-on.
64 then buy this

Publisher: Anirog

microphone which leaves your
hands free to operate the com-

F

been captured it
saved and reused without the
being attached to tl

unit

strate

[he peripheral for you.

Read

ware 10 calibrate the system, the

If

—

you 01
you «

,

ATARI

600XL ENTERTAINME

&$%t

GE PRICE (XLC

1600)

169.011

.

£69
9ER PACK
TAR BOO XL
I

ifilalion

la

<

PROS. RECORDER PACK

Programming

ICKAGE PRICE (XLC

1

.

1010]

£1999

.

.

[139.H0

£129
RIVEPACK

^^

Home

me
Lew

Filing

PayaV

Manager" (D)' "
Domo Prog (0|

™,'"
(Discount

(

'.

'.",
.

.

,

.

£2493
£9.W

"."'.'.
ji'i^I

SUiJfi

£249

NEW ATARI 130ME NAw4Ncn
3JJJ&\3JJltf

ORDER NOW-OR SEND FOR OUR FREE ATARI BROCHURES
*

To; SILICA

SHOP

LTD, Depl

HCW

Sidcup, Kent, DA14
REQUEST:

Mews, Halheiley Road,
Telephone: 01-3091111

05B5, 1-4 The

4DX

POST 1 PACKING ON MAIL ORDERS
FREE CLUBS S II.
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES

-REE

::.:

REPAIR SERVICE

ON ATARI PRODUCTS

^01-3091111

->&

.OPT NOEJECT
;OISASSEnBLY OF
jROUTINE TO SCROLL
COLOURS

1120

;

Richard Parkes

shows you how
use the

to

*=

1150

*600

many

colours available on
the Atari to

produce colourful
title

screens

modes

are being used (Graphics

of

live,

or

il

GT1A

10 and 11] 16 colours. By using
display list inicrrupts, il becomes
possible to use more colours, but
9,

hi dianEe lie colours. I will use a
locations associated wiih ihem
D40A hex or 54282
location
which is usually used
for Liming display list interrupts
so they are synchronised lo (he

—

t

—

decimal

drawing of the screen, lo make
sure thai colours do run cliajusc in
ihe middle of a line producing an
unsightly effect.
Using ihc liming properties of
this location it is possible to

change a colour every lime a scan
is drawn, then by changing
Ihe value of the colom icd-tct in
a VB1 (Vertical Blank Inierrupil
line

scroll Ihe resulting stripy effect.

The
allows this lo be

done

up to two colour

wiih

colourful °ille screens to
programs. The routine continue"START" key is
until
the
pressed. Once ihe routine has
been POKHd into memory, lines
10 10 50 of the example program,
taking care over the daia as one
wrong number could cause the
computer to crash, ihe routine
should be called by using ihe
following:

0220
0230
0210 ;L0OP TO SAUE CDL REG.
0250 ;NUnS AND SCROLL URLS.
0260 LODP1 PLR
PLA
0270
STA *CD,X
0260
0230
FLA
FLA
0300
0310
STA *C8,X
0320
0330
0340
0350
BPL LG0P1
0360
0370
SET UP UBI - LOAD
;X AND Y REGISTERS UITH
;HIGH AND LOW BYTES OF
UBI START RESPECTIVELY
0120
LDX #UB1V256
0615 A206
0*130
LDY #UBIS.*00FF
0617 A051
0140 ;SAUE OLD UECTORS OF
0450 iUBI ON STACK
LDA «224
0613 AD2402 0460
PHA
0470
06 1C 43
LDA S225
06 ID AD2502 0430
PHA
0620 43
0430
0621 A907
0500
LDA #7
0510 JJUMP TO ROUTINE TO
0520 JSET UBI
JSR *E45C
0623 205CE4 0530
0540
0550 jnAIN PROGRAM LOOP
;CHANGE COLOURCS]
AFTER EACH SCAN LINE
0626 A6CF
CHCDL LDX »CF
NEXCOL LDA «CB,X
0628 B5CB
CLC
062A 13
062B 75D4
062D 35D4
062F CO
BPL NEXCDL
3

3

I

2

and

S2

are

1

I

1

colour

is

lo be manipulated or

I

CI

and

C2

are

the

colour

numbers. They must be

register

the range
io 4 as olher
values may cause the computer
in

Wl and W2

allow the bands

be altered. A value in ihe
range 1 to 127 will give, in
bands with the shading
10

genera],

P»H

8

HOMfj

COMPU

1

INC.

Wl

I
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3

A

.

LDY SCD,X
LDA *D4,X
STA «O016,Y
DEX
0700
0710
BPL LOOP2
0720 iTEST IF START PRESSED
LOA *P01F
0611 AD1FD0 0730
LSR A
0644 4A
0740
0750 ;GD TO CHCOL IF START
0760 JNOT PRESSED
BCS CHCOL
0770
0645 B0DF
0700
;SET UBI TO UHAT IT UAS
JBEFORE THE ROUTINE

063?
0633
063B
063E
063F

1

1

0670 L0OP2
0690

B4CP
B5D4

331600 0690
CA
10F6

PLA

remember

it

parameters

is

probably the best

SETCOLOUR.
can be produced, although the
USR statement must be checked

•

BPL NEXCSC
JRETURN FROn UBI
JI1P

already mentioned.

*E462

1

Lim

HXllo

in any graphics mode in yot
own programs. Lines 190 to 4
contain some example calls t
the routine, usually one of these
would be followed by the m
program. Lines 1000 to 1
just contain a subroutine
resci [ho colours after one of

USR

I

si

using the routine,
for the rouli

RTS

0830 ;UBI ROUTINE THAT
0900 jENflBLES COLOURS TO
0310 j SCROLL
LDX *CF
0320 UBI
0330 NEXCSC LDY *CD,X
LDA SLiR,
0340
CLC
0350
0657 1 8
ADC
B6b8 73C402 0360
39C402 0970
0390
35D4
A6CF
B4CD
0655 B5D0

The example program

a few of the ef feci s ihat ai
produced

machine code
1536 and the colour parameter
is in the range zero to four as
anything different from these
two requirements may cause the
computer to crash. Also, it is
worth noting that the band
width will vary depending upon

being used as two colours will
slow the- routine down producing wider band widths reialive

064B A30?
064D 205CE4 0360
0650 60
0B70

is that after using the
the colour registers
used could contain any value sc
is best to do a graphics cal
using
or resei
[he colours

routine,
cf feci

routines.

REn EXAMPLE PROGRAM USING

2 REM SCROLLING COLOURS
10 FOR J-3536 TO 1637:REA0 AiPOKE J.

XT J
20 DATA 104,74.74,170.134,207,104,104,14
9,205,104, 104, 143,203, 104, 104,143,208,20

2,16,241,162,6,160,81
30 DATA 173,36,2,72,173,37,2,72,169,7,32
,92,22B, 166,207, 181 , 2.03, 24, 117, 212, 143, 2
12,202, 16,246
40 DATA 141,10,212,166,207,160,205,181,:
12, 153,22,206,202, 16,246, 173,31,209,74,

76,223,104,170,104,169

Low
al
the top.
in this range give wider
bands and are generally used. A
value 128 to 255 will In general
produce a band with the
shading darkest al the bottom,
with the higher the number the
wider the band
high numbers
are usually used in this range,
SI and S2 control the speed
of the scroll. Numbers in the
range 1 to 127 will give faster
speeds the higher the numbers,
whereas numbers in the range
darkest

numbers

—

128

255

1

<

ipeeds the higher the numbers.

mined by
and S2),

Wl and
usually

"S" parameter
1

lo 127

128 to 255

SI (and
in

the

"W"

parameter
1

to 127

128 to 255
1 lo 127

scroll direction

50 DATA 169,7,32,32,228,96,166,207,130,2

up

05, 181,208,24, 121, 196,2, 153,136,2, 149,21

down

2,202, 1(3,240,76,38,228
100 REN TYPE UNDERLINED CHARACTERS

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY
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i

WW
REN IN IWERSE
GRAPHICS 2
POSITION 3, 1 J?
i
POSITION 3,2:?
I, POSITION 3,3:?
>
POSITION 3,4:?
)
POSITION 3,5:?
POSITION 0,7=?
POSITION 0,8:?
)

GRAPHICS

)
)

i

i

i

I

!

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

I

I

I

I

t

#6
#6
#6
#6
#6
*6
*6

*

CaLDUi*

**** *************

************

POSITION 0,9=? #6;"

*

? :POKE 752,

PRESS
A=USRC1536,4,
GOSUB 1000
?

"

TO CONTINUE"

STflRJ

A=USRC1536, 4, 2, 1,2,2,2543
GOSUB 1080
A-USRC1536
1,1,255,13
GOSUB 1000
A-USRC1536.2
2,3,254,2553
GOSUB 1000
A=U£RC1536,4
254 3
GOSUB 1000
A=USRC1536,4 254,2, 1,2,2543
GOSUB 1000

GOSUB 1000
A-USRC1536,2,253,2,1,5,0;
GOSUB 1000
A=USRCI536,4,6,0,2,2,23
GOSUB 1000
A=USRC1536,4,255,03
GOSUB 1000
fl-USRU536,l, 137,473
GOSUB 1000
A=USRC1536,4, 120, 1363
GOSUB 1000
430 GOTO 190
933 REM SUBROUTINE TO RESET COLOURS
1000 SETCDLOR 3,2,8:SETC0L0R 1,12,10
1010 SETCOLOR 2,9,4:SETC0L0R 3,4,6
1020 SETCOLOR 4,0,0:FOR J=l TO 200:NEXT
320
330
340
350
350
370
380
390
400
410
420

J

FI-liSRC1536,0

1030 RETURN

SHEKHANA COMPUTER services
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Single Source Solution for
ZThe
ALL Computer Communica tions.

/

/

Modem House are pleased to announce the following special
offers, available

from your

local dealer, or direct

by

mail.

Micro Packs
All micro packs include all necessary items
to turn your micro into a communicating machine

Open the door

to a

whole new world.

Spectrum (all modala)
VTX 5000 modem
Optional extras for use with VTX 5000
User to User software (on cassette)
Ascii format software to link to bulletin boa

MICRO PACKS
BBCBmicropack
Commodore 64 micropack
Commodore Pet range
Apple II range excluding
Applellc

Dragon 32 & 64
Tandy Model 1 i"

lie

'"

MODEMS
Modem 5000
Modem2000

£ = 5«f
"4.95

£139.95

Telemod3

..,.„

Teletext Adaptors

TTX 2000 (Spectrum
Optional Extras

all

Ll.fa.so

models!

& Spare*

c ,cr\r,

,„„

BBCIMicronetlRom

"7.50

IBMPCColou.Rom
IBM PC Monochrome Rom
IBM PC Hercules Rom

rei'Ss
-

Leads

„„,
P0A

complete range of multi baud rate modems are also available at prices
ranging from just over £700 to over £2,000. We think it is the biggest

A

stockholding

in

Europe. Just ring:

Modem House
Computer Communication Consultants.
I

o Ian the Drive,
Exeter.

Teh 0392 6929S

'

The

seen

unoriginal.

You

control Prince

Harry who has been mutated by
Ihe guardian of the Dark Towel
creature resembling t

with

The only waj

legs.

of restoring his form is tc
collect all the jewels scallcred
:

27
Not unsurprisingly,

ihe

i

I

he

Dambusters
On la Ing Dambusters you ate
greeted by a beautiful picture of
a

:e

jewels

are placed

in

awkward

positions. In
lo gel aboul the rooms,
there are ladders to climb and

composed

map

Lancaster bomber on a
This standard of

runway.

of difficulty

— dam

I

Ik-

well a

r

although their size is limited lo
e or two characters. The lack
reding of colour attributes
:urs as you move over ladders
d other background obj<

n .he

The

are

screen

is

replaced

sights.

Line

it

wiih

the

bom

up Ihen drop

tf

When you make your altac
run you have to be at just ih
height (helped by the
spotlights) and speed, then you
have to fly at the righi speed
right

eight

screens. The pilot's
the one that looks most

(more

difficult).

Then

if

you

a normal Flighl simulator,
with a horizon and instruments,
can also see Ihe night
like

n

limited

and

i

operation with each other.
Instead of plumbing for the
easy option Sydney Developments has achieved perfectly the
feel of all the people together in
a bomber. This is done by

between

ii

you can turn on the famous
spotlights and fine tune yoi
height. You can Ihen spin u.
the bomb and prepare to drop.
When the bomb is up t
speed the from gunner's sigh

Germany.
Taking off from Scamption is
any other flight
except that on a
multi-engined bomber a lol of
people have to work in co-

switching

i

results

When you have finally jii
me dam you can go onto
bomb aimer's screen. On

just
like
simulator,

different

ot a multi-s
turope, you
this

cockpit. Fly towards that
you fly towards the cross.

approach,

English Channel onwards, or
taking off from Scampton and
flying the whole distance lo
es
and get the jewels.
Timing and perseverance arc
vital. Some of the rooms are
particularly tough and are
guaranteed to get you ripping

of

joystick,

graphics prevails throughout
the game. When it stans up you
get a menu of options in Older

and

:

particularly

you
1 find this son of game a little
unsatisfying in that the return
for a lot of effort can be low.

fighters,

searchlights,

flack,

and barrage balloons. Engines
lied
from the
engineer's station, ihere are rev
i

ver.

worth a look.

M.W.

the
bii
be
confusing. There are a number
of shortfalls, including barrage
balloons which occur at
hd|ht, MeJ09s when the

and fire
The two gunners

h rot ties,

extinguishers.
positions are

like

a

—

normal

arcade game, you control cross
and blast away with your

Price: £5.95

to Mel 10s,
and
engine noise still on wiih
engines out. Bui these aside
really liked the game.

hairs

Publisher: Melbourne

refers

House

K

Price: £9,95. £14.95 disc

ess: Unit 10, The Parkway
Heneage St.
Birmingham B7 4LY

Industrial Centre,

Fuse 11
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Charlie

and

Parky and the Yellow
Submarine

the

Chocolate Factory

In addition to

for this pieceof
boasts "4 arcade
a multi-screen

The cover blurb
software

which

game is essentially a maze
game with a large number of
screens. The plot is simple. You
control Parky, a South Atlantic
Penguin, in his search for his

plus

arcade
sounds

like

adventure",

value

for

£8.S0, or £9.95

This

Perry. The
fortunate Perry is trapped
the
of
subterrane
inhabited by a variety of nasties

twin

The only problem is that il
doesn't work out like that. The
four arcade games on side one
of the tape actually load as a
single 48K block of code, so
what you

really gel

is

a single

game with four screens and
none of them are particularly

brother

i

:

pattern.
barriers.
loss

of

There are also moving
Contact with any of

life.

rooms, through
forty three
which you must guide Charlie in

The solution of the game
involves timing and sorting out
the correct method of avoiding
each nasty. The space available
some areas is extremely
in
limited making careful control
essential. I found this feature of
the game a little unsatisfying.
Instead of using a special

six golden keys.
Although the rooms in the
factory are quite well designed

display
Parky's dei
simply goes blank with a simpl*

(loosely) based upon characters
and incidents in the book.
The arcade advenlure on side
iwo is somewhat better, though
that's nol really saying
is

set

much.

Il

a straight forward JSW clone
in a chocolate faclory with

order to locate

and present some interesting
problems as you attempt to find
your way through them, the

The graphics are competent
but unexceptional with simplt

graphics are pretty primitive,

unanimated

and look like a bunch of UDGs
than animated sprites.
They are all very flickery and
rather

Even with the
side

for
bat
v
t

.e

hi

I

The

ground music comprised of
Magic Roundabout theme.

.

Ihis was sufficiently irritating
to have me reaching for the
•.olume control.
partial map of
:: \\K
:he ct

font scree

one taken into icoou:

simply does not justify us high
cost. I can recommend the book
to kids of all ages, but frankly
I'd forget about the software if

CJ.

Flipped

involvement with

hardware for the 64, Cheetah
also now produces software.

good
if you warn a
copy of the book by Roald Dahl

games

game The first 50 people
supplying a complete map will
receive a free copy of the
follow-up. Overall a lough and
tolerably challenging game
which is fair value at the price.

game on other computers it
has at last arrived for MSX
machines. Its popularity was
helped by the timing of the
release to coincide with the film
this

by
combinatii

and game content.
There are three stages: in the
first you are given money with
which to buy a car and some
ghost -catching equipment; next
to
you plan a route from
part of the town with troublesome ghosts; and finally you
drive through town to arrive
and capture the creature. It's a
fascinating game that depends

HQ

on your

ability to

perform well

at arcade games but includes
the added dimension of the
business element. The main

The inevitable question
how does it compare with
other

versions?

is:

the

The graphics

are as good as the original with
excellent use of sprites. It's

colourful and responsive giving
good control with joystick or
keyboard. The music, which
was so vibrant in the 64 version,
is reasonable but lacks the same

harsh

quality

menacing

that

gave

il

a

air.

It's a brilliant game and it's a
shame it arrived after Ghostbusters fever had died down. If
you haven't seen the film (hen

maybe

there will be a revival
wilh the video. However, if yoi
haven't p!ayedii...buyit M.P.

M.W.
Price: £11.99

Price: £8.50, £9.95 with paper

Price:!
Hill

MacGibbon

Address: 8 Grafton St, Londoi

.95

Publisher: Chcctahsoft

Address: 15 Harley Hse, Marylebonc Rd, Regent Pk, London

NW1 5HE
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More adventures
Big

Mac

the

Maintenance
Recently there have been

Up lo date I have seen quite a
few text/graphics adventures. A
ol of these come in the form of
adventure game with
in
pictures added as a sideline. Ice
" ,ce is rather a game which
'

text

"he

to help

I

he graphics

main

playing screen
ains a palace made up of
many hexagonal
e the re
>
place the
ced them and then move
around lo explore the palace.
The controls are quite complex
and require a good joyslick.
The second screen will let you
select
one of a series of
functions available. These
might be: examining where you
are, gelling/dropping objects,
asking for help, etc. There is
quite a long list of them, all of
which may be selected using the
joystick.
Ice
Palace

a

real-time
game; when you are using the
text screen there will still be
things happing on the graphics
:n. If you are in danger
1 you can't see the playing
is

—

then thankfully a warning
indicates this to you.
The graphics are very good
the text layout is very neat and
pleasant to read. The instructions are quite clear; they are all
supplied on the cassette inlay

—

card

and

are

useful

reference purposes.

My

for

overall

of

Mad
Man

many

games based on either films or
programmes. This
is based on the children's
television series by Tyne-Tees.

come up

with

addictive

game

an

incredibly

game

contains

eight

different screens which you
must complete. There are no
instructions supplied telling you
what to do, and
haven't
t

managed to

get past the

—

first

you the

tell

keyboard or
Other than this it is
covered in pictures and copyright messages. The back of the
inlay card contains a "free"
poster offer
even though it's
free you still have to send ofrSO
pence for it.
The running demo displays
the first four screens. In the
two you must fight off
first
supergrans on flying bikes, hot
air balloons and aircraft, in the
third you must guide a square
blob through a jerky scrolling
controls to use
joystick.

—

I.

The

la

platforms

is of
which you

Inch should be accurately

average amouni of flicker. It is
dreadful that [he inlay card
slates the game has "superb
graphics". There is also a rather
repetilive boring tune playing
constantly in the background. It
certainly succeeded in giving me
a headache.
My personal opinion is thai
Tynesofl shouldn't even have
made ihe effort of producing
Ihe game
it's rubbish
K.I.

—

!

gap in the recording
head, and the palh of the tape.
If your head is out of alignmeni
vertical

of a power station. In each
must turn off all the
vault he

continuing

on

lo Ihe next
screen. There are various traps
set by the securily system which
may kill hint if given the
chance. Of course even if you
avoid the traps he may slill
suffocate when the oxygen
supply runs out.

such as force
belts,

ropes,

fields,

platforms,

its

own annoying

The idea behind Big Mac may
not sound very original, which
it isn't, but for the asking price
il represents excellent value for
money. The quality of the game
is up to the same standards as
other programs based on the
The

\

manual

deiailed

al

si

ting

etc.

When you are not playing,
the computer will display some
introduction screens, hi-score
table
and go through the
various levels. It also comes
complete with

machines. This package

conveyor

There are quite a lot of
animated displays and colourful
graphics which make the game
exciting and fun to play.

il

index

fails

back

far

:ho

to register,

enough

pointer angle

is

marked. The

the opposite direction, and the
screwdriver finally turned to the
midpoint of ihe marked ai _"
And that's it! After careful
study of Ihe manual, it took me

Chopper

—

Squad,

recently

reviewed
is included with a
fast loader. Any problems... iry
again, though I didn't have any.
Does it work?... the side of

Sorcery

—

the fastest loader

insir

my old tapes recorded with
the head out of alignment slill
function perfectly.
Great product, but don't get
into a pickle using it, or your
warranty, and your adjustment
and

you the keys that may be used; a
joyslick is optional. Along wilh
these there are some examples
of the playing screens printed
on the inlay card
they might

—

even persuade you to buy the

may be
first.

Price: £9.95
i'lihlivhrr:

se

This
au\ nlnicius bugs.
The objective is to get Big
Mac through IS different vaults

repetitive tune.

The quality of the graphics is
appalling. The pictures are
made out of big chunky blocks
and contain more (han an

All cassette players used wii

computers have an adjustmei

al

television

game

The

Azimuth Head
Alignment Tape

Master! i

Super Gran
Ice Palace

Tynesoft
Publisher: Master!

lost!

Study

It

D.M.

Confuzion
if

the

b
Imagine a

Commodore.
he

I

arcade

short
paths which lead in
complex ways from one area
and edge lo another. Then

appeal to
enjoys

will

It

fan

who

Tie cassette inlay provides an
introduction celling
how Lazy Jones tries to avoid
work. He works in a hotel and
has to deal with his manager
and the ghost of his previous
manager! There is also a trolley

this

ising

of

a

is

game

There

to cater for all
enough hish

is

speed slaughter to appeal to the
arcade freaks among us and
thers an element of thought

and

levels clone.

The hero is a small gent with
a hooked nose named Murphy.
He seems to be hooked on a diet
of rather nasty looking toad-

documentation as mushrooms.
They look more like Death
Caps to me and I cannot
applaud Acorn for encouraging

In order to provide this n
he author has come up wit!
ji

avoid these he enters

joms on

three levels

—

—

most
there are IS altogether
of which contain a game. You
accumulate points by
scoring on these games. One or
two rooms do contain surprises
that make the
taining.

game

As Jones walks

very enter-

into a

room

is

it

.I:iiIiiU

.<.

children
iiicii

to

believe

that

such

growths are edible.

I'.;

.

You

very

different

attri

although

havoc wrought

a look of
the whole

by some nasty aliens.
These aliens have removed

previi

items of historial significance
from their correct time zone
and moved them to another.

ry bright and
colourful. So what is there to
make this game any different?

their correct time.

The

first

step

is to destroy aliens. As you kill
an alien, you are given a letter
from the name of one of these
II

find

the

,t

tes

The answer is that you can
customise each game to your
own desires. There is a ' "
screen
design and et
facility built inlo the proi
You can modify existing

[he

Get it
and oxygen
are replenished and you move
onto the next type of alien.
The use of graphics is
i.

You

wlye

c

e but

right

you

if

n you start again with the
increased difficulty.
Each time you play the rooms
are relocated making it more

interesting.

You can

also govern

the difficulty by choosing the

number of
anything up

lives

you have

—

to nine. Control is
with joystick or keyboard and
(Cry responsive.

Very enjoyable. The children
found this very watchable and
entertaining.

M.P.

Price: £8.95

effect that's

and your

fuel

excellent wiih fast, flicker free,
3D vector graphis. The screen
gives a view out of the front of
,

[he

:

superb feeling of
This is a graphical tour de
force which is testing boih for
the reactions and the brain. It's
a shade pricier than many
Spectrum games but it's worth
M.W.
every penny.
Price: £7.95

they arc playable and then sa

1

my

it.

say this with

cheek,

my tonguc

bombs along

are
the edges, the paths arc fuses,
the black square ir
targets

and the I
.
directed is a spark. Get the
spark to the bombs before your
time runs out and you amass
pallet,

points. Success

Hai

t

with

n which you play
game. There are y

breakout, scramble,
til the old favourites

imagine thai by steering a black
square about, you could change
the layout of the palhs. Now
imagine that by changing the
paths you can direct something
along them towards a target. In

The

The

<

work!

Tilled

This

tastes.

game

on one

level gets

you another much more difficult,
and even a rolling
opponent, which must simultaneously be steered away from
your spark. Your objective is to
explode all the bombs in 64
differem areas.
Graphically,
with super smooth
this

is

excellent,

animation
and no attribute problems.
Rather like a cartoon in
Action is fast and furious,
not a little confusing! Every
conceivable control variation is
available, together with skill
levels, start point choice, and
multi-player facility, if you ear

fathom out how to get them tc
from the not -too-clear

work

facility

this

certainly provided but when I
tried to make use of it Or
program crashed and had lo t
re-loaded. I cannot this being

with music

major problem and I feel sui
that by the time you read th
Acornsoft will have solved the

squib.

difficulty.

Whilst ihisisoncof the
visually attractive games that I
have seen this year 1 still feel
thai it is a Utile outdated.

on

the flips ide of the

Sad to report, therefore, thai
found this rather a damp
The blurb is right. This
an original idea, and superbly
implemented, bui it didn't
go on playing.
I

i

the
COIlCCpl.

i

R.S.
a Terminal Software

Publisher: Melbourne Hse

Acornsoft
;:

54 London

ESSE
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St,

Read-

W

TT*_

'

Horn a Accounts

Manager
much more

Very

suggests,
utility

this

than the title
prepared

Set in ihe

I

have

seen

a power plant, this
shoot-out maze chase will keep
for hours.
Exceptionally quick thinking

is by
program
many, many

in

Armed with a stock of laser
pulse torpedoes, replenished by
visiting

Wild West, this
adventure

Tar [he bcsl

The Prize

neatly

program comprises four

The Wild Bunch

you entertained

lnslead of snuggling to communicate with the program, all
the available options are listed
n the screen and require just

four

is devoted to workout the best strategy.
Trying to track down a murderer, being hunted yourself for.
the crime, locating the whereabouts of the Wild Bunch and

jamc lime
ing

In this game you i
barrels through a maze
one of nine boxes at the bottom
of the screen.

further

parts
to tailor the

nw you
)

ponse thai will move you
forward through the desert.
With no incomprehensible mes-

your own personal

With

the

little

own

their
fight

view

rred,

like

or no thought for
security,

mutants

ants and

without

sight

shoot on
warning. One

records either individually or
collectively either on screen or
as from the printer.
Bank account is divided into
further parts covering

hundred points are awarded
whenever a mutant is killed

Included arc credits and debits,
standing orders, banking and

employ

Address file allows storage of
names, addresses and telephone
numbers. Additionally a very

drones and messengers.
Energy bases scattered
lie
throughout
man- offer
immumiy against Ihe murder-

six

all

thought

as they are not
to kilt which allows tune
to assess the best strategy to
ful

armed

More

in passing

them.

will

have you planning ahead

continuously.

Clues can be bought from the
money may be
at poker in the saloon and

useful sort routine

which accesses any of

the store will

sell

necessary

victuals

you

all

for

several

days journey between the
town 5 depicted on a map.

the

ent

within

fields

address

file.

Thus

included

is

't

castles

the main
sorting by

five

A

wail to return to Dry

A very addictive implemen lalion,

1

foxed it with a zero
which caused some

To sum up
ly

then, a thoroughworthwhile program that is

exceptional

Wellingtor

Martins

is

nothing

A quick flip back amongst
recently published reviews
reveals

though

interest loan

WC2H9DL

though there

original in the concept, nor in
the Amsoft high price.

d the

ress:
St

variety,

it

is

more

suited
it

t

become

rather repetitive
Penalties are invoked

when-

When

air eady

occupied
supply at barrels
game ends

is

the
depleted,

the

The excellent eye catching
title page is a forerunner of the
splendid graphics, confiimed in
ihe demonstration seque

"

Chasing a high score

Control by joystick or keyboard is optional, defining kevs
is not offered.

first.

l.oliilmi

of Ihe ma;

catered

for,

spiralling

with

upwards

the
in the

Almazoon.

worihy addition

Upper

Well worth careful study are
the concise insuucuons printed
on the inlay. Complete comprediscover the secret of the maze
whilst journeying in spaceship

and

Gulch, Dodge City, Bullelville
and Deadmans Creek, onlynexl
time I'll remember lo buy some
bullets

i

sis differ-

The realistic storyline is easy
to relate to, and comes as a
refreshing change from dunwizards,

vertical walls

boxe& becomes more difficult at
each of eight levels Although
this change in objective adds
joungei players as

survival problems are

then identifying the real villain,

telegraph office,

won

The

are gates that change their ir
clination as the barrels pass
through.
The order and manner in
which the barrels musi enter tht

value

and

ideal

takes

life really

for

for

several

games

in

this

category at competitive prices.
little or no appreciable
difference in quality or style, it
will undoubtedly pay to shop

With

around.

cated on the cassette inlay.
This seemed best suited to the
keyboard. Joystick control
available. Pressing 'E' causes al
gates to be reset randomly, i
useful ploy when ihe going gets
tought as it does in [he higher
i:

Another aid

is

D.H.

money

anybody who
D.H.

Price: £8.95

seriously.

Price: £8.95
Publisher; Artisoft

Address:

169

Kings

Rd,

Address:

Rings Kd,
Brentwood, Essen
y^TL

the ability to

scroll the cenire of the maze lo
change [he playing area.

in*

B rem wood.

Esst

/iV'titi"'!^ "'''^""

—

Merit Chemistry

Komplex

Meril has long been producing

Now Mem ana
Cloud 9 software are producing
i chemistry tutorial software
package. The tape contains six
programs, each of which reires much of the Spectrum's
( of RAM. So in terms of
per £, this produ'
tes
appears to offer excellent value

for

money.
program is iiic irltrowhich provides a

general guide to the other five,
'
'
Tlises Meril ChemUirv
s certainly to the advantage of the user to either
have a chemistry set, or access
to the booklets which come

s taken
me ages to fathom
and after two nights,
I'm still not sure I've got it
right. There is a manual, but it's
laid out in a very peculiar way.
Details of controls come before
the object of the game, and the
layout of the pages suffers from

this out,

not being properly typeset; very
confusing and strange from the
company which brought us
Valhalla.

Broadly,

it's

You

adventure.

an

arcade

are cast adrift

asteroid. In order to stabilise it
in Earth orbit, so its secrets can
be studied, you must find your

way around its decks and

levels,

lettered modules
from closed racks. There are
spread around, and they

recovering

The general

level

of the infor-

mation in the programs is
around 'O' level standard, but
the programs could be suitable
Each
for younger scientists.
program, on titrations, metals,
reactions, gases, and electrochemistry offers several pages
'
m, followed by a simulation, games, or exercise. The
titration simulation is good,
allowing the user effective con-

colour

uc, and good
imitation of actual

acid 'l>a»c indicators.
for example a
metal 'space invader', are very
simple, but, of course, the
object is to educate while offer,

ing

amusement.

mild

answers
invader'

to

the

metal

The
'space

game were not covered

chemistry text book alongside
the Spectrum is a must.
Overall, this set of

program

well designed, and provide!
a lot of useful information in at

was

—

-

the
central racks of the controlling
:

all

t

Knight Lore
It's

a

classic

from Ultimati

theCPC464! You

find yourself

in the unfortunate position of
being a werewolf during Ihe
hours of darkness, and in order
to dispel the spell you have to
consult the wizard of Knight
lore Castle, but you have to find
him first! Not only that, you
have to find your way about,
and recover various charms so
you can deposit them in a cauldron and thus find release.
That's the plot, which could
be that of any adventure, but
here, it's arcade style, and the
graphics are tremendous. Vour
viewpoint is above and slightly
to one side of all Ihe locations,
giving an incredibly realistic 3-D

i

computer. Travel between levels
and decks is accomplished using

and these too arc
round on each deck. In order to
eilher open a rack, or gain
access to a tube you must dock
with them, with help from your
on- hoard guidance system.
If Ihe manual is poor, the
graphics are superb; 3-D lines in
one colour they may be, but the
effect is stunningly realistic as
transit tubes,

keyboard, and takes a bit of
gelling used to, but when you
do the movement is so smooth
it's like watching a film. In and
out of stone arches, behind
pillars and boxes you go to find
various objects. This isn't easy
eilher, because they arc usually

-

the lop of something
quiring jumps, or worse si
you have to push things around
at

to climb on them.

The sun

f

you zap your way through
guardians and monitors thus rebuilding your shields.

towards them, static
heads and fire!
Beneath this superb view, lies
instrument panel in

All

manner of moving objects
guardians

balls, spikes, flames,

your

bar your path. Very, very good;
even better than [he Spectrum
version because of the higher

Complex, addictive and

—

frus-

trating
perhaps because it
crashed each time 1 used it
great idea,
great graphics,
shame about the lack of finish.

—

resolution graphics.

disappo:

It's

a

little

and

levels

moving graphics are evident

o:

sj\ different screens.
The object is to de-freeze si
refrigerated com part menls b.

each of

moving along the various levels
and up or down the ladders tc
reach a button that will effectively cause ihe comparlmenl tt
defrost.
HiHCLlaiusville has been

aban
doncd by allowing you lo star
on any screen, a feature lacking
versions of litis
in
earlier
popular game. This is quite a bit
more difficult even amongst e>
pcriCNccd players, which servi
io increase ihe challenge.

A

of

multitude

moving

hazards must be avoided whilst
navigating towards the target
area.
Additionally a !;

Use

lazers raise their

Freeze

ladders

other

providing

mitlently,

As you

move

Mr

Had this program been launched about two years ago before
all

games, it would undoubtedly
have been a best seller.
At this price it should still do
well, if you need one of these tr
complemenl your soflwar
library then look no further.
Good sound and fast smoolh

of

ins'

joystick

ihe

I found it belter to
the keyboard especially as this
can be programmed lo use
of vour own choice.

optional,

'

Detailed

instructions

printed on

the casselte

augmented

by

demonstration

i

.

a revealing
sequence that

Iheir ice- pick.

D.M.

Publisher:

J&L Randall Ltd

ress: Potters

Bar.

Price: £9.95

Price: £2.50

Publisher: Legend

Publisher: Firebird

London
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Skylet

Many

dedicated games players
no doubt have heard of
Miner 2049er. Bounty Bob
Back is a follow-up to
game, and it's even tougher
will

Strikes
this

based around flying over the
In another
dropping software, it's mega
Roland Rat whose part yoi
take against the force ol
computer concocted evil.
It's

various platforms, lifts, traps,
ladders,
slides
and mutant

You must

organisms.

any

i

Firebird

is

There are already quite

one of a few com-

you only

that

imagine that Est ra

is

a

game

'

for

habitat to take a short cut lo get
to his Breakfast TV show
but
things have changed!

the younger members of the
family. The basic idea is simple

extremely hard.

energy-sapping wellies to avoid.
The accompanying notes don't

The object is to collect the 24
pieces of a statue and take them
to the temple in the middle of
the screen. Only one piece may
be transported ai a time. As

The game

includes an excelmethod. You
of your
a special factory and
of Ihc machinery in
a much fun as playing

—

name from

quite explain why this is, nor
why he has lo collect pieces of
door which are scattered

operate

around the underground cav-

lent hi-scorc entry

must

it

select the letters

—

the

all

it's

game.

Also featured is one of the
nicest self demos I have ever
seen. There are numerous title
screens and a variety of different sounds
not just the same
tune over and over again. For
those of you who have trouble
ng.
the demo actually
.
.
shows you how to complete the

—

first

is

screen.

Before you start playing there
the option to set up the game

your own specifications. There
are a total of 13 fields which
you may customise. Either joystick may be selected although
the keyboard is not supported.
The graphics, sound and instructions are of an extremely
high standard and cannot be
criticised. The price may seem a
bit

steep

worth

but

it

is

definitely

K.I.

it.

and playing it is not compli
caled in any way.

been deposited
for t
Gnu
conflict. But then, why spoil

I

the

in the

temple

it

computer.

As in most games of this type
there are a few meanies wanderRoland

is

armed with a

stic-o-

matic glue-gun to slow the
wellies down, and also to temporarily stop the underground
train, so that he can hitch a ride
Ihe circle line
this my fiveyear-old son considers to be the
real object of the game.
The graphics are excellent
and 1 love the continuous slop/
go traffic jam carrying on

—

on

above ground. It isn't difficult
lo stay alive and even amass a
reasonably score by eating
energy -replacing food or catching the train. But getting a good
score and pacing your food consumption to be able to complete

door

takes
That's the way lo
the

more skill.
make a game

wide-ranging and longlasling in

ing about that will

kill

you

if

given the chance. Someoflhem
are destructible by you although

The

instructions for playing
are given in the

game

the

program. Although they are
I always
like to see them
printed on the inlay card as well

good

el

all

that

with the

money but not
when compared

for

hot

more expensive games.
K.I.

Price: £9.95

You control a
copier with the joystick. The
is to destroy ships, submarines and aircraft.
cor
linual flow of missiles will b
fired at you from the enemy.
These may be exploded in midair by shooting at them o
simply avoided. I am still nc
exactly sure what I should b
doing
the few instruction
that are supplied don't say all
that much excepl if it moves,
shoot it!
The instructions are given in
five different languages. If the
English translation is anything
to go by then they would have
been just as well leaving the
inlay card blank because they
tell you nothing to help you
play th .
aim

A

—

colourful and look ve

v,

them up in the middle of a
game. Either a joystick or the
keyboard may be used to play,
and a pause feature is included.
The graphics and sound are
very straightforward and do not
hold any fantastic secrets. I
would consider the game to be

good value

.

that are very similar
to this. Mastenronic's Skyjet is
far from being ihe best but it is
ihe cheapest in the range. If
price is more important than
quality then this m*

get

items you find,
trample on the mutants and
walk over every section of the
special

games out

panies that produce low-cost
software. You should of course

remember

collect

enemy terrain and shoot
bombing anything that n

Eifro

star

There are 25 mines through
which you must guide Bounty
Bob. Each mine contains

fly left and righi the si
strolls to show mo
the landscape. The gam
quite noisy with all the missiles
.

i

ilisptoi

bombs

and

flashing

exploding

on the

and

screen, not to

effects.

Skyjet

seems

playable

enough, although more instrucwould be a great help if il
be understood.
K.I.
l

Price: £2.50
Price: £1.99

Publisher:

US Gold

Publisher: Firebird
Publisher:

Address: Unit

I-llt,

10,

Ocean

Parkway Ind

Heneage

St.

Birmingham B7 4LY

w

'

:

week Jon Rev's
shows you how
to centre heads
on your Amstrad

This

or

BBC
headings and
is a simple

_es

way of

giving

any of your

~

_

"

the
centring of such headings often
requires several all em pis before
you gei i! quite righl. Following

each modification you must rerun ihe program !o ensure that
[he

This

correction

can

was

successful.

downright
ihe message is only
be

The routines provided
quite functional, if some
crude. It is quite possible to
provide modi Ilea tions that will
cope with strings of greater
length than Ihe width of the
screen. The routine could split
the string roughly into two

a

nuisance if
displayed when a new high
score has been achieved.
To help relieve Ihe frustration
associated with this task I have
written a couple of subroutines
for use with Amstrad and BBC

and then c

re

the

I'

I

will

probably add this modifies til.,
at a later date, but as such
small amount of extra effort
involved in calling the sub
:

i

wonh

Ihe trouble.

The more observant of you
probably already
'

will

thinking that the routine cai

cope with messages that are an
odd number of characters in
length, and you would be quite
correct, A string containing an
odd number of characters will
always be offset to one side of
Ihe screen.
this

One way

of graphics co-ordinales required to centre the message
and then prim the message a'
the graphics cursor.

BASIC.
Both subroutines work in the
same way. They rake the length
of the message and subtract this
value from the total number of
columns available in the screen
mode being used. By printing
the message ar a distance of half
value from the left-hand
this

side of the screen you will find
that the lent will be centred.

The following in formal ion is
required by the subroutine
1-The number of columns available in the screen mode being
used. This will be
any one mode.
2 The line on which the message
printed. This

E

of tackling

is to use a graphics
calculate the number

problem

mode and

computers. They can be easily
modified for other machines as
ihcy arc written using very basic
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it

BBC
works

version

of

ihe

perfectly, placim;

I.
The Amslrad version
however suffers from one slight

TAG m

lrawback: when using
.face lest at the graphics cursor
the computer also displays all
characters. The!

result is perfectly centred text
followed by a couple of arrows,

representing a carriage return.
A quick phone call to Amstrad
revealed that this quirk can be
corrected by placing a semicolon directly after the string
being printed.

It's easy to
complain about

advertisements.

But which ones?
tvery week millions of advertisements
appear in print. on posters or in the cinema.
Most of them comply with the rules
contained in the British Ctxle of Advertising
Practice.

But some of them break the

rules

and

warrant your complaints.
If you're not sure about which ones they
however, drop us a line and we'll send you
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code.
Then, if an advertisement bothers /
you. you'll be justified in bothering us.
_#

are.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
If

W

an advertisement is wrong, we're here to put it right.

ASA

Ltd.Drpi 2 Brook H(PU5e.Tomn(ion

I'lic*.

London WC IE
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BLOCKBUSTER

1

CRASH MICRO MAGAZINE
nftware, GBA Limited, 17 Nott
armarthen, Dyfed, SA3 1PQ.
me a Blockbusters programme for my
iTRON
SPECTRUM 48K
BE 64
(Tick appropriate box)

D

G

+ 60 pence p4p.
leque/PO number _
n Software or please

JBARCLAYCARD, n
WMrs/Miss]

e

got to get ~.~.
th getting

one

iust to plav

\ THE ULTIMATE
MACSEN

MACSEN

EfflMiiai

FffliiiV/.VU

CENTRAL

B
c

c

of

Ul

<

6S00-6540
71(00-741)0

9000-WIO graphi
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Peter Sweasey Is
stuck in the dark,

damp dungeons.
weeks he
reviews Rune soft
and answers lots of
This

your questions

H

again.
Welcome
back lo Ventures,
HCW's regular(ish)
dealing «i[h the am-

ello

mn
us
i

bui always enjoyable
of adventures, and the
n>

{surely

you

now, dear reader?). I'm stuck in
dark, damp dungeons ol" the
hideous, enormous Argus Press
lite

Towers, with only

Gorand

secretary

This time

1

my

elfling

10 help me.
he reviewing

shall

Games Workshop's new Runesoft,

program

a

Spectrum
as
looking

well

destined

to

software scene, as
the regular helpline

amongst

at,

others,

to say that

it

is.

problem;

slight

There
it

is

jusl

one

looks remark-

ably

like a cerlain bestseller
called ... The Lords Of Midnight! Not lhat that is a bad
thing, particularly as this game
is

some ways more

in

sophi-

a few buyers might
ripped off.

sticated, but
;

Intei

ational

/

feel

ture Club
recently news came lo me of
another body, called The
Adventurers' Club (original
name, huh?). For a modest
price you receive a monthly

reviews, soluli
helpline service; discounts off
games; and Ihe chance to enter

a Master Adventurer competifirst prize of £5000. It
tion with

a

bit

You control three different
characters in an epic quest to
find the Runeslonc of Zaphir.
and with it defeat the Dark
One. Kordmir, a nasly piece of
work if ever there was one. You
must also seek some mages and
discover the secrets of the
Saromunder. To hinder you,
ores are afollowing, but to help
you are various amiable people:
princes,

princesses,

merchants

and other folk with generally
names (why is no -one
silly

promises to support the less
popular machines like the Texas

and Lynx (does anyone

really

own a Lynx?) For more

infor-

mation, 'phone 01 794 1261.
Secondly, you may have
noticed a slight change with
Ventures. Now you get a bigger

called

There

Peter
are

middle earth?)
2000 locations,

in

over
mountains,

stretching

and

forests,

lakes

40 different

characters, and the
played in real lime.

game

The three characters you can
control are Morval Ihe warrior,
Eliador the elf. who shoots a

longer reviews and less arcade
type games. This is what you

mean bow and arrow, and
Grcymare [he wizard, who can

more

general

eventually cast spells. You can
change from one to another at
any time. Within Ihe one task
are many other problems to be

Despair. It is written by Alan
Davis who wrote ihe acclaimed

Journey, and published by
Temptation. With ihat pedigree
i! should be good, and I'm glad

i:

ITOII'I

I

INC Wt-t-M

1

;s \]U)

l')K<

C(Hl|lli:

ill"

tains Ihe graphics, and very
pretly they are loo. There are
8000 different views, all quite
similar though ... made up of

different

mountains,

sized

lakes, tress, huts, towers and so
on. They are attractive, al-

though

cold

rather

looking,

since they are almost entirely in
blue. Only inside the towers do

—

they change colour

but here

the graphics are a

lei -down,

and

to

flai,

and tend

The middle
screen

is

where

dull

all

look the

section

of the

this

game

differs

from the Midnight programs.
Here, reams of text unfold in

of your eyes: descriptions,
conversations and battles all
front

appear. The characters interact
with each other, and you, in the
slightly

random Hobbit

Input

is

chat,

helpline,

A

of the screei
input, then two roughly equal
halves above. The top half con-

is

style.

generally good.

No

more fiddling with one-letter
commands; full sentence input
is

allowed. This is a bit fussy, in
it won't allow you to type

thai

•ELDRIC

FOLLOW ME'

a

la

and Ihe vocabulary
massive by any slretch of

Valhalla;
isn'l

Ihe imagination, but generally
acceptable.

solved, plus some warranting is
needed to defeat the ores, and
there is plenty of treasure lo be

hunted down.

scratches his head

and wonders

Price: £7.95

Publisher:

more

or Odin

reliable.

DRAPNIR: Now go SE. and
Go SW.SE, and W. Give
Ofnir
.Tyro

Games Workshop

.

Address: Games Workshop
Mailorder, Vf-l'i Sunbeam Rd,

NW10 6JP

London

Then SW,E,E. jump. To go
North from Hel's

hall, y

Hel to be present. To go North
again, you must not be carrying
a sword. Drapnir is in the chest
North from Despair: again, you

*\

+*J*&*r

rfil''

H.Ip/ln.

column,

at least until the next

tJ

letters have been flooding
in
keep them coming. You
seem divided abouL whether

when John

should give direct solutions, or
to games. Well, for
with s lightwill c

to help

The

%

*

GeL Ofnir back off

Head E as far as possibi
jump, go north, jum

Tyr.
then

>

^ *V^*&"
-*; ac**j* v »^*>£»ij^

—

-Go

Skor

is

E,S,SE.

will b.

I

you on your way

first. If

elites,

V*
^% Tpr
-'-**

i"

—

my

opinion.
Firstly,
congratulations to
Chris Lovelace who has solved

Golden Apple. He was

Artie's

stuck for ages with a ball, a can
of spray paint and Medusa. The
solution, for anyone else stuck

P^HP^.^s&^

*

*.*~

9^

at

<•*

-

y@£

'

jSjkl

PS

^*vrr
s*A\
Once

facing.

outstanding

lead characters female. Also,
Ihere is a daft character called

Sktimnir who will appear from
lime lo time, steal something of
yours, and grin. You then have
lo go through a laborious
process to regain it
a

—

W

round

in

that direction.

something,

like

E will cause you to first
took east, then move. Rather
unnecessarily complex.
The packaging to Runestone

you

first

Spray these and you

To do

have to

you are holding the m:
when you go to the chamber
safe.

high -class, polished
of
software. Features like a pause
control, excellent editing faci-

a redesigned character

set

and superb screen display all
add up to make a great game.
Runestonc is wonderful; it is all
the excellent features of Lords
of Midnight combined with a
decent adventure.

1

.

Handle.

OFNIR:

loved

it!

From

the

start

(Valheim) go lo the plain

in

(SW.SW,W,W,N,N,
You need

N,W.W,SW,S,E!)
Boldir before

you can go North
It is a good idea

to Krank's hall.

summoning someone. Once

—

someone

strong;
Boldir, although

,

.

Is

love

|

dragon hydrogen, the
handkerchief, and

sn

crystals act as lelcports.
t

ids

were

These

Tim

by

supplied

and should help improve
Grai

re,

,

whicl

prclly good anyway at 42 To.
Technician Ted is still causin
problems, and 1 have yet to he;
of anyone completing it. Still,
managed to reach the eighth
task. After the Fuming Cupboard, go to The Clean Room,
then The Silicon Etching Tank,
'

-

TheCanteen.

And

i

;

for

games just have us stumped. So
if anyone can send in part or
complete solutions to [he following, we would be extremely
grateful

.

.

Valkyrie

.

17

(stuck

with

the

plane), Heroes Or Karn, Forest
At The World's End, Sim 7
"

in

Krank's Hall, fight and defeat
Krank. Once he's gone, you can
NW, where Ofnir can be
found
if you can open the
chest. You need the help of

go

,

Graeme Davidson, aged 13
of Glasgow, wants some help
with Fantasy's spacebound
arc venture. Backpackers Guide
Part I Well, the double-headed

Medusa's stare

these people and the rest of you
Norse fans, here are some very
comprehensive tips from
Aldcrshot resident John W.

Midgard
extent the obligatory hype is
right for once too. This is a very
piece

lities,

non-standard, and takes a Mule
Typing N, S. E.
will simply swivel you

getting used to.

Or

Typing something

GO

shows

frag-

gel Ofnir, and Simon Heighes
of Sheffield can reach the next
quest, but no further. Well, for

type G(O) or M(OVEi. This will
take you in the direction you are
;.

the

glass

O'Conner of Dublin can only

i«, <"

industry

into

be deflected.
One surprisingly popular
game is Legend's Valhalla, even
though it is one and a half years
old, Nigel Yarranton of Kent

Xw
i.*V«'^T&
j.'iJ'

—

will

v

&'

smash

will

from the

vft^
jS*%

>*
jV'- .'
jwV
s\.£C
vi<5£

<*%°i°

If"*

S»

such an advanced stage, is to
the sphere down [he slope.

ments.

.-4$-

».. »*

particularly Saga, say
And if you want food or
wine
trade your weapon with
someone who obviously already
has one. They will accept, give
you the food, but not be able tc
take the weapon! Pretty dumb
people, considering ihcy'n
ancient gods

roll
It

w&^

thing

please.

number of you object. One
thing 1 won't be doing,
however, is coding answers
something totally pointless in

,rfBi

Bim (have
Everyone's

yet

to

play these).

A Watly (morning
and Technician ~

'

tea break)
(after

The Canteen).

John suggests
1 found Thor

HOMH COMPUTING WEEK!
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This old favourite Is
cleverly executed
for the Amstrad by

Ham
For

all

Warder
you people out there
never played Simon
up, yes you loo

who have

OK Grandad,

I'll

give you an

HISS

example.

Suppose the computer flashed red to begin with. You would
press

number

5.

Then

follow using the keys:

pressing 5 then 4. This carries
on until you make a mistake.

listen

My

light cj

hi-s

tr

the

3500.

iW^

20 REM *
3B REM **»»*»n
40 DATA He Man, 2080, Me, 1750, Sabre WUl-f.ll
Ernie, i:;SB,W&r t F n..e,QBia t Eugene, 5BB,Ralai
SIM,Pet n.!mster,75
SB DIM simonllBB) ,hls*(10) ,hisU0>
6B FOR t"l TO lffliREAD his*(t) ,hi« (t) iNEJC
7B sc=0: sci =5i sim BB

SB REM
REM
IBB REM <
11B MODE BiPftPER 4: CLS: BORDER 26
12B FOR 1 = 1 TO li. STEP ISiFOR t-1 TO £9
13B LDCfiTE l.tsPEN 5i PRINT"SIMt)N"
148 SOUND 1,208, 3:FOR r=l TO 2B0iNEXT
13B NEXTiNEXT
16B LOCATE 8,10:PEN SPRINT' MK 1"
17B LOCATE 6,17:PEN 2i PRINT"wntlen by
IBB PEN 3iLOCATE a,19:PRINT" LIAM"
190 LOCATE B.2B: PRINT"WARDER"
2BB LOCATE e.,24iPRINT"PRESS
C"
21B WHILE INICEY*="":WEND
220 F
*?8

<

1

11

'
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(10)

t'Nivi

scores

say

Happy now, Grandad?
The higher the skill level
1

HIS

the

Simon is a game of memory.
The computer sets up a random

computer adds another colour,
yellow.
The computer
would flash red then yellow.
Now it's your tum to follow by

before

Grandad.

1985

Used for d
PI.AY player's

in r

a

"

230 REM
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490

» like instructions *
REM *»»**»**»»»***»«»**»*
PAPER 4:CL5:SPEED INK 20,20
PEN 1:INK l,t,6lL0CATE 6,10:INPUT
IF (\XO"y AND aSO'V THEN 380

CLS: INK

16

1 ,

PRINT"The computer Bets upa randoi
5"
LOCATE 7,10:PRINT"4
LOCATE 7,16:PRINT"1
2
PEN 3iPRINT"0n the numeric pad"
LOCATE 15,20:PEN
PRINT"PRESS
2i

AN'

WHILE INKEY*="":WEND
REM i
1*
REM
F

PAPER 0! CLS: PEN 3
LOCATE 5,5:PRINT"(5
PEN 5: PR NT:PRINT TAB(5)
PEN 2:PRINT:PRINT TAB<5>
PEN 7 (PR
PRINT TAB<5) "
PEN 4:f
PRINT TAB(5)
Bri
LOCATE
INPUT "What si
IF levi
|R level >5 THEN 380
lev=le'

level =:
REM ^
REM i

510
520
530
540
550
560
570
5B0
590
600
610
620
630
640
650

PAPER 5:CLS
a=3
FOR t=l TO 360: DEG
PLOT 320 ,200,
DRAW 320+190*COS<t) ,200+190*SIN
IF t=90 THEN a=12:G0SUB 1160
IF t=180 THEN a=4:GDSUB 1160
IF t=270 THEN a=2iQ0SUB 1160
NEXT
GOSUB 1160
INK 2,liINK 3,1:INK 4,1:INK 12,
FOR t-1 TO 1000;NEXT
REM
REM * SEOENCE
REM
n>=INT<RND(l
)
FOR t=0 TO sira
680 GOSUB 910
690 SOUND 1, pit, level /3
I

WHILE SDll >128: WEND
)

740 REM *
750 REM *
760 REM »
770 FOR t
780 a*=INKE'

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY
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900
910
920
930
74B
953

sc=sc+sci Bci=sci+5[5irn=sim+l:G0T0 660
IF simon(t>=4 THEN z=3: x=6: pit=50
IF simon<t>=3 THEN z=12: x=lB:pi t=100
IF simon(t>=l THEN z=4: ;<=26i pit = 150
IF 5iman(t)=2 THEN z=-2: x=2Bipi t=200
RETURN
:

970 REM * hi score table *
990 REM «»»*****»#»***»»«*
990 WHILE 30(1) >129:WEND
1B00 INK 1,16: INK 2,20:ZONE 17:MODE 1 : CLS
1010 sc=sc*<6-lev)
1020 IF scOhis(lB) THEN PRINT" You "re not on
TO 30H0:NEXT: GOTO 1100
" t FOR t=l
;sc "SORRY!
1030 PEN 3lPRINT B #»#*«*******»** HISCDRE »«<
1040 FOR t=l TO 10
1050 PRINT t;his*tt) ,his(t>:NEXT
1060 FEN 2:PRINT:PRINT"You're on the hiscore
1070 PRINTiPRINT; INPUT"In no more than 14 le
!

i

1080 t-1
1B90 IF sc>his(t>
XT:hi5$(t)=name»ihi'

U00 CLSiFOR

t-1 TO 10
1110 PRINT t;hi5*(t) ,his(t>iNEX
1120 LOCATE 3,19iFRINT M pres5 an
1130 WHILE INKEY*="":WEND
1140 MODE B:INK 4,26: INK 3,6: INI
1150 5t=0:sim=0:sci=5:GOTO 250

1170 SOUND 2,235,5,7
1190 SOUND 2,245,3,7
1190 SOUND 2,200,5,7
1200 SOUND 2,230,3,7
1210 NEXT
1220 RETURN

IIOMi:

COMPUHNCi

Wi-.l-Kl.Y 2*
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Each issue will be produced in
cooperation with Eecaan our
Interplanetary Adviser who on his
home planet, Aargon, is a member of
the Association of Supreme Flayers.
He will be monitoring developments
in the games industry and advising
Computer Gamer readers with all
their gaming problems. Included In
each Issue will be pages of review of
the latest games releases, special
Adventure features and a help-line,
invaluable articles on how to 'crack'
specific games a high-score page,
exciting programs to type in for
most of the popular home computers,
news, competitions, reviews of

peripherals
themselves
field

if

and

computers

relevant to the games

and LOTS more.

Also, all readers of Computer

Gamer

will have the opportunity to join
our tremendous Reader's Club
each member will receive
membership card and a regular
newsletter which will contain up-tothe-minute news and all sorts of
offers on a variety of products.

o
8
5

This program by
David Rees gives
you a valuable

Insight Into

how

your computer

works

One of

prohcms

the

learning machine code

when you
il's
il

is

will

try

with

is lhal
routine,

om a new

not easy for you lo see what
doing. In BASIC, a PRINT
allow you easy access to the
jitloii

privrii

POKE.

number

C is the

back).
carry

register, and is set if you
do a sum (hat involves

than one byte of space (acting
Z shows whether
the last number used was zero
as a ninth bit).

or not. Finally.

witch
off and on again,
see what the
.

and so you can't

The following program is
intended to help solve these
problems by creating n fictitious
computer, where you can see
everything that is going on
inside it, 1 call it a mini-micro as
il
has a meagre 64 bytes of
RAM! It also uses a set of

ST

showing

pointer,

the slack

is

how many

numbers the CPU has to
remember (for JSRs).
Below this lies a grid, showing
all

the

memory

changes

~i

locations in the
as you put

will instantly

be shown

this grid. Il also indicates the

"'
l

of where your
placed.

being used

is

Whenever

highlighted on the

6502/6510

real

ie

bottom
to

modore machine- incept
routines with JMP and

lies

the

^u

type in your code
ion at a time) and
it messages. There

with RTS.
:-':.

RTS

.!,

RETURN

i

instructions).

to

BASIC.

One added advantage of

:

mini-micro

is

tin

that the machini

code instruction numbers an

.

about 20 in si
having at least

mode

e

i

real

Then

you

mode. The

Commodore 64.
want to know

the
lie instruction is to be used. For
example: "Is (here supposed to
be a number following the
tells

.!

(as

,!
i

r for
for where

'

ri,

.

the

tt

using the real thing.

* of numbers -limvm^

contents of the registers or the
main chip. These are the units

of memory that the computer
uses to da most of the work. PC
is the program counter, which
the central processing unit

from. A and X are explained in
the program, and are where the
computer does nil its sums
(PEEK or load from memory to
A. do a sum. and POKE or

E COMPUTING WEEKLY
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how

other

gain a much better understanding of code and how ii
works than from books or from

PE12K or POKE)?"
After

tells

/

people's routines work, you can
compare them with (he routines
you have made in the grid.
Hopefully, by using this
program, you will be able to

t

B

same

as those used in thi
machine. This means tha
can use some routine:
created in the mini-micro in the
the

code and

i,7rHI-f,ll5

6720-6 750 c
"I

-76.111

VortobJ.i

C

Convenion
Only

i

he basic idea

coil

earr

lofarealraderouiinc

some have different CPUs and
of Ihem have different
from
hat of

all

XR X

displays

Z Zreg " er

Commodore

I

64.

^7
"

ri'fr-j r-EMORV
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COMMODORE 64
VIC 20 ineeo SUPER

SPECTRUM 48K
DRAGON 32/64
TANDY COLOUR 32K
Discover the exciting world ot
own graphics c
The Tojan Light Pen will di
freehand pictures, save ana load pictures w
creating your

facility.

All in Hi-Res screen inany of 4colours lor the Dragon/
Tandy, 8 colours for the Spectrum and Vic 20, and 16
colours for the Commodore 64.
For educational or leisure use.

Micro Computer Software & Accessories
Send cheque/P.O. to.

TROJAN PRODUCTS
1

66, Derlwyn. Dunvant,
Tel:

Swansea SA2 7PF

(0792|205491.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

.

COURSE

The Anatomy of a

for the

Commodore

M

v.ill,

a great deal of trepidali
first glance would put n
owners off
almost half the
book is a
listing fror

—

ROM

A0O0 to BFFF and E000

FFFF

—

t

not exactly bedtim

reading!

But (his book isn't really for
most C64 owners. Mind you,
some of the sections, like the
explanation of hexadecimal and
the introduction to the machine
code monitor and machine code

programming are very clearly
written and can be understood

bya

r2q

J~r~
nT="

i

\*r

The Century Computer

^^^^

Programming Course
for the

itperfi

and throwing
listings,

^^— '-"f^_

^

it

seeks to teach tne art

of structured programming and
complete program documentslion, using the Spectrum as its
vehicle.
Certainly all the
Spectrum commands are well
explained, and a good deal of
information missing from the

handbook

Spectrum +
cluded,

in

addition to

is

in-

ROM

Mic
operations.

What
worthy,

is

|

much

more

sophisticated

lachine, applying the good
"aught here niiiinm

Spectrum

This huge, expensive book,
running 10 544 pages is a first.
Instead of trying lo give a

-n-**

However, the book is aimed
the
serious programmer
wanting to stretch the 54 t<
considerable limits. This of
course involves working in
machine code, or more likely, it
assembly language, and making
use of the routines already
available in the machine's
operating system.
If that's what you'd like to
do, this book will take you
through a multitude of applic;
lions,
including input and
output to peripheral devices,
programming the RS232 ir""
face, the SID sound controller
chip, analog/digital convers'
graphics with the vie c .
sprites and getting behind the
BASiC interpreter. There's -*"
chapter
at

si

icularly praise-

how

Spectrum ai an introduction
to "real" computing. Nothing
appears lo be missed in the 24

With this sound basis,
the authors claim, you could go
on to learn another language on
sections.

to handle
such an abstract subject is often
complex, and needs reading

The language needed

twice. Exercises and explanations abound, each requiring
serious study.
perfect, however.
It
isn't

fusing

typographical

errors,

exemplifying REPEATUNTIL and 1F-THEN-ELSE

and

on the Sinclair isn't easy,
given that Sinclair BASIC
doesn't have them. As a result,
the authors simulate them fairly
illustrations
successfully.
All
and explanations feature the
Spectrum 48K keyboard, not
the Plus, and there are a lot of
mathematical examples.

VIC and PET
Specialist

authors can oftei

intelligible terminology, under
standable only to those in thi
know. Here complicated topic:
are handled in plain English perhaps that's where they user

the

translator.

Publisher: Century

Qg
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Communi-

A

Everything you need to know
about serious programming,
and the Spectrum. Well worth

your

pi

DM.
Publisher: First

Price: £12.93

o the

r

etc.

P

first

clas

This basic

word

processor, by Sieve
Huni, holds 25
pages in memory so
that you can edit

them at

will

position on the page by normal
use of the cursor control keys

and alpha-numeric

may be

line

TEXTOR

program which

'

reloading and further editing

if

required.

5110-55(1

inserted

CONTROL-B.
a

is

allows entry of up to 20 pages
of text inio the memory of the
Otic. The text Is entere
directly from [he keyboard, an
can be edited on screen using
simple set of commands and th
cursor keys. Once the text
finalised, ii can be recorded t

48K

keys.

The

only character which is not
accepted is the apostrophe, and
my One refuses to process thus,
(hough I may have a defect!
Limited text manipulation is
provided for. in lhat a blank

ihe

at

—

,], e (.jgj,,

A

Use of

trophe.

CONTROL-L

the

word

following Ihe cursor position
deleted and succeeding
tent on the same line closed up
by typing CONTROL-N. and

may be

--

trouble with loading al I
speed,
little adjustment of
machine code would allow low'_..
speed recording of thedi
the time taken
would be
frightening!
There are fci
keystrokes which cause an
problems with the program I
have mentioned the apo;

of the current page beyond
recovery. Any text which is

pushed off the screen
editing will also be lost

during

— there

nsfo o
Ihe

to

1

;pace right by typing

CONTROL-O. CONTROL-T
and CONTROL-L hnve their
normal functions. Cursor
movement does not overwrite
any text, but individual

AS central answers to prompts
Ml .i,:l:,
,.iii;.i>V i,,r in c
I'OS.POin.-evaliKlohePOKKd
.

FLAG

m funic the program

flag

characters can be deleted by use
Of SPACE. When finished, the
page is stored by pressing the
iitid.-Lish key twice.
When a page has been
completed, the data entered is
moved by a simple machine
code routine into an area of
memory above the program.
This move is very quick
but
the routines which carry out the

:i

—

editing commands above are all
in BASIC, and arc slower. Both

of routines make use of the
cursor current addn-- UvationDEEK( I8j (address at start of
current line) and PEEK(617) for
current cursor column.
sets

at

60O0-6940

d

ioood-uooo

have

I

omitted

main
is

largely

cycle of
conventional

self -explanatory,

—

be

can

comfortably

using

selection of function and
prompts 10 request informa-

When entering data a title
for each page is requested, and
emercd automaticpage index before a
blank page is displayed with the
the head.
this is then

REMs

from the program in order to
the maximum space available for text
in fact over 25
pages

menu
tion.

all

the

and

make

The
program

IVX

ASCII nf 'chara^cr

n

Conversion for olht
machines would require a fa
amount

of adjustment
I
address values, and would b.
difficult for

any machine which

not have a memory-mapped
reen. The BASIC code uses
out-of-l he-ordinary tricks,

",d

dimensioning
"

the
1

odd

and adjustment

variable.

»

have found the program

liable,

nts.

but here are a couple of
tape recorder has a

My

ally into the

preset

title ai

Oric. Consequently

and accurate

DIN
I

output

the standard

id

HOME COMPUTING

methods of

-oiding the REPEAT-UNT1L
id
similar routines not
'ail

able

to

all

have no

WEI

1,1

¥

HM

users

should

lo place pages in
sequence above one another in
memory. This can be done

calculation

'"

equally well in BASIC or—
Ihe equivalent operating ..,-,..
~~ -vailablc, but

„-„ of Ihe
required to move a wholes
through BASIC. All the PEEKs
and POKEs are to locations 18
(address of current cursor
616 and 617 (value of

ies

characters.

line),

by 40

initialising

it

36

No

The odd codes used

are purely to
Oric screen attriand arc unnecessary for
other machines, DEEK and
DOKE merely provide doublebyte PEEK and POKE in a
single operation.
in

preset
butes,

the

HOME COMPUTING

is

facility,

fw

provided, sim

have no
therefore
Printout couid

very easily be

simplest method.
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4370 IFPEEKUttlXJNKPEEKlN*!) >l27THENW=Wtl 120: X-

Jf|

4H90 X-1«1:S0TU4370

||

5040 FDRH-1TDLEN(F«) tFII- 6THEN30S2
SOSO PaK£»4EE»B,flSCtniO«(F«,ri,l) JlNEXT
S032 PDKE»4E£+fl,0
:

1

6030 PLQT4,a*2.SEL,STB*lBEL)

6030 PaKE616,25iPRiNTlPDKE617,4lPRINT"Hui>bar of

«

6084 IF BSC(SEl_»l<4e DR flSC (SEL*> >54THEN60B0
60BB SEL-VALISEL«) RETURN
6090 PLOTB, IO, "Inwrt page": RETURN
;

11300 PRINTCHR»tlOH-T»jiRETURN
1140O W-DEEK< IB) -PEEK (6171 [WW-W REPEAT
11410 P0KEW,32:N=HHiUNTILPEEKtW)=S2
I

11430 UNTIL! 1W-47999) /40)=1NT< (H-479991 /40)

6520 H=PT,PQKE616,0:PRINTlPDKE617,OlPRINTNWtt«<MJ

1OO10 lF7=150RZ-I2aRI-i30Ri-14QR7-20THENBOSUB10O0

HCW needs

12O00 PftlNTT*] :RETURN

you

3D

Have you ever looked

ai the ankles and programs in
and ihoughl you could have written thai?
Why not try? We welcome submissions from readers
and are always
me res led in your ideas and

COMPUTERS

HCW

i

suggestions.

Submissions

lend

lo

fall

inio

one

of

Programs arc always supplied on cassette and are
accompanied by full details oT ihe program variables.
Please type these details double-spaced. Listings are
helpful, but not essential. What is vital is thai ihe

programs should be completely error free, so please
double check.
Articles on certain aspects of using home computers
should be no longer than 1000 words. Try to keep to
the style you see in HCW and include programming
examples where they will help the reader understand
the subject. We will convert your sketched illustrations
into final artwork.

We

also

use

short

lips,

articles

and

brief

programming routines. Any discoveries you have
made about your machine might be of interest to other
readers.
All contributions are acknowledged and those
accepted for publication are paid for at competitive

The copyright in such work will pass to Argus
Specialist Publications Ltd. Keep a copy of your work
and include a telephone number and an SAE. Please
label everything clearly with your name and the
machine concerned.
All contributions should be sent to:
rates.

Submissions

Home Computing Weekly
No.l Golden Square London

W1R SAB

£1000 INSTANT CREDIT

three

categories...

•

SPRING SPECIALS

ACORN ELECTRON
ELECTRON VIEW ROM
ELECTRON VIEWSHEET
ELECTRON ROM GAMES
COMMODORE 64 + CASSETTE
+ INT. SOCCER

COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE

64

PLUS

4

DAISY PRINTER
DISC

BRANCHES AT:
TOLWORTH — 230 Tulworth Rise South
SUTTON — 30 Station Road, Belmont

—

114 Gunnersbury Ave
26 Stanley Road

NEWBURY —

199.95
109.95
329.95

1541

DRIVE

MICROVITEC MONITOR
QL COLOUR MONITOR
TELEMOD2 MODEM + S/W
SINCLAIR QL

EALING

*
Price
104.95
29.95
29.95
9.95

179.95
179.95
169.95
59.95
369.95

01-337 4317
01-642 2534
01-992 5B55
0635 30047

Here's our first
Enterprise 64

program I
You'll discover some
of the more
interesting aspects

8

IS BASIC with
Dave Race's analog

of

clock
The

Enterprise

very

a

is

advanced BASIC, close
to 100 commands and statements, including turtle-type
suitably

widths) on at

graphics, well over 60 built-in
functions, many of which 1

DC

O
LL

E raphn-»

W

drawsaline of correct angle
and length as defined by

ANGand

machine

The

in

following

s

FOR 'NEXT

loop

program

produces an analogue clock
Enter
64,

procedured except for REM
statements, global variable

The

and the

and

if

they have,

calls

th(

PROGRAM
program

keyword

full

to

or"

entry

ink

i.e.

will

only

t

printed

on paper, not ov

ink that

is

already there

system on the Enterprise makes
program listings very readable,
however for those who are new
to computing or possibly unsure

of some of the features of
very advanced
full

BASIC

here

this
is

program description.

a

inputs TS. usinc a

4-ui

diffei-L'si!

prompt from the normal"?"
Mis lime to whatever »a,
entered as TS. If an error
occurs then the prof ram will
iiimpio
IT" juilehes urr or- trapping off

450

WRONG_TlME

le

default filename

lies

the

program

which

colls
It

is

procedure

May

1985

function.

necessary to call

calls

it

docs

if

mode

This

3

is

the angle lor

HAND for new angle.

CLOCK.

CLOCK
170-790

28

in line

:.::.^:sl'lhy using the

REM

740

COMf'UTINCJ WJT.Kl.Y

is

Ihis erases the second-hand
730 works out new angle for the
second-hand and keeps this

(

status line off

565

HOME

aotfc

its

the beginning of the
be recognised.

[t38

I.;

good

as any other
price bracket,
and its ability to handle
multiple programs is unrivalled.
certainly as

declarers

§

tile

machine options and a complete
channel system. The graphics
and sound are excellent,

as

lines

720 to 740
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Pigs if

week Margaret Webb

This

takes a

ill of these four packages are
aimed at the primary age range.
Star Scan and Quiztimer arc for
the older user. Star Scan is a

close look at Macmillan software for
the Spectrum
Ml) Macmillan,

In the

laboralion

with

in col-

has

Sinclair,

produced educational software
the 48K Spectrum. Some
was given away when you
for

awarded. The

to gel six

first

Hopper deal- with
rhyming words. Nine lilypads
applies wins.

displayed
Match the pii

are

which so

Is

on

(he

screen.

helps build your knowledge of
the constellations and stars of
the northern skies. The graphic;
are simple but very effective,

You have a number i
which allow you to
tebye.

thes

one of 75
.

Tops and

Tails

Three packages, devised by
Betty Root (one of the
's leading authorities on

ivided.
lira,

,

t

star

constellatio

your knowledge. A j
vided which explain;

ti

Snakes

eoutiir)

the teaching of reading), deal
with aspects of early reading
Castles and Clowns
skills.
sounds. Two

constellation

specific

ing the ap propria!

is

thrown and

move made. Should you
land on a picture square and
the

you type the initial diphthong
correctly, you move on an c

Quiztime has 10 quizz.
one or two players. The

and pastimes, sc:
knowledge and Greek

square. Tailend involves cr
ing the last letter of the nam

i

six

windows. You

a part of a picture is drawn. For
who find the quiz toi
difficult, or for those who lik,
cheat, there is a mode ii

sec

a picture at each window, as
well as
a random number
corresponding to a window

of

All

beautifully

these games
illustrated

those

smoothly

displayed on screen. The initial
of the picture on ihe in-

f the

letter

closes the window. Two children or a child playing against
Ihe computer lake turns and the
In

Clowns, a

letter is

shown

followed by a series or pictures.
first player to match the
letter to a picture starting with
the same letter wins a balloon.
Get six balloons and you win

The

the game.

Snap pie Hopper
prises
initial

also

com-

two games. Snapplc is an
sound game based on

snap. If both pictures start with
the same two letters (dipthong),

Pnge4*

snap

is

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY
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called

May

and an apple

I98J

quiz
really only

Sunflowe
deals with a

I\:-k

.11

iilimclic.

By answering

fun to play and
difficult

by

a
ali

thinking time.
All of the packages offer the

tin-

At

of
backup copy on Microdriv
of them (Space Scan,
I

traction, multiplication and
division all have test modes and
there is a tables practice section.
You can also varv the difficulty
levels,
thinking time and
numbers of correct answers to
win a game. The graphics depict

various gardens.

is

made more

a minor

The

Game

a

three

Quiztimer, Sunflower Numbprinter options.
Overall this is a good selection of educational games. The
use of good quality graphics
and the wide range of subject
matter ensure that childrens'

Show) have

SOFTWARE
Fortnight Ending

exceptionally well in the Gallup
(op 50. not shown here in its
entirety, with five games in the
range from 22-39. And longest
runners Daley Thompson's

Decathlon

and

Football

Manager ate

in

there,

in

still hanging on
each having fiNiiurcil

are Anirog's Flight Palh 737
and Elite, from Acornsoft, with
.10 appearances each.
"' "
whole, not many
sthis

p^M^d

urspw

M

V! E*LiP\
7

M2

Chu»>.E

May

14,

1985

GET YOURS
EVERY WEEK!
I

I

|

I

|

I

Fed up of fighting your way through the crowd P
Sick and tired of finding your local shop has
-.old out?
Fancy hoving o free binder for your HCW?
Why not hove a subscription and get your
favourite magazine delivered to your door each
and every week.
For o limited period only all UK subscriptions.
either new or renewals, will a u torn of 'Co lly
include o free binder. Each binder holds up to
26 copies of HCW safe and secure No more
dog-eored copies lying on (he floor or being
lorn by the cot.

A years 's subscription costs jusl
E55 to UK destinations
£41 Overseas (Accelerated Surfocf Post)
£51 USA {Acceroted Surface Post)
£114 Airmail
a binders ore also available at £5 each
fine PSP). Allow 21 days for delivery

Commence with

issue n

Remittance value
Access/Borclaycard
Signature
Subscription type

Binders (£5 each)

Send completed form

to:

Infonel, 10-13 Times House,

179 Marlowes.

Hemel Hempsleod,

Herts HPI IBB

E
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Ihome computing weekly classified!

n ~
D

SET™.

-SB-

Semi duplay: £7.10 per single column ceniimetre
Ring for information on series bookings discounts.
ai

,d,„„™.

i. ,»i,

,,„».

/#T\
(I /

»„ », ,mu.

X^T
1

01-437 0699
EXT 322.

)

V »»

Send your requirements
David Home

^S

ASP LTD

AdveniMmems art Kcepied subject to ihc lerms and
conditio*, printed on [he advertisement rait card (available on requesii.

1

Atari

1

tSUEBZBMI

Games
ware,

hire

|

£500+

etc.

value.

£295!

Commodore MPS
printer. 12

BBC

monihs

801 Dol Matrix
old.

V.G.C.

Tel

B/Hlecl run /Dragon software

Tapes

|

1

details.

+ 30n P&I'V Stamp

E.

lorie

SJ Games presents 'Killer Shark'
and -Teachers Wonderland
at
£5.00 each. Joystick needed.
Wilders Close. Frimley. Surrey
1

1

(or

Tucker. (H) 58, Blen-

Cos,? 39p a week. Details
Red Lion Lane, Sutton, Nr Ely,

users.
15

FRUIT 2000

new and boxed. Telephone 01 952 06S7.

£190. Both

GU16 5UB.
I

software

1

Educational

|

OR1C

1

/

lbs records

W1R 3AB

Spares
Register

LIVE IN LAS VEGAS

CI acton (11255) 814523.

CBM 64 £120, Toshiba HXIOMSX
'«0Jtm.'H0 OWMiHii

H

ATMOS

i SS r'E3
r ™"'

Amslrad. Commodore 64. Enquiries School Software Ltd. Meadowvale. Raheen, Limerick. Ireland.

COM PUT ER PROC R AMS

Salt

—

BBC,

Sinclair,

|

LTD, IS

Hertford 5G14 101

COMPUTER REPAIRS

SaCMll VMY.

09915511M

S.A.E. for details to Info-Stream.

36A Chase Green Avenue.
Middx LN2 8EB.

lo Business

&

''

SINCLAIR

Commodore

Educational Software. Up to 50*v
reductions on current stocks of

FILTIMOND

to:

-

Golden Square,

London

Computer

Services.

Othello for
Send Cheques.' I'O or SAP
for hilllia ortwipiiK from Wp

IBATtl.OI 607 0157

Enfield.

48K Spectrum. Powcr-

Bamc. £1.50 from

Huw

Watkins.

396 Fishponds Road. Bristol.

ORIC.ATMOS,
6fl, LYNX

COMMODORE

20 MfiKli.wcr.iri.
Euxton Chorlev,
Lanes PR7 6BU

SOFTWARE LIBRARY
Commodore 64
Slamp

- VlC-20 modulatars £6.50.
VIC -20 from £14.50, CBM 64 (rom

.

Over I50 0ricand200
lilies.

for details:

les Wilson

Oric

4 Atmos 48K

prices

NEW SOFTWARE
PURCHASED FOR CASH

arcade game.

100 Bienneim

id.

ion

window. Only £5

Software.

11

Machine Cod
Mollis Road.

C.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling
Road. Burnham. Bucks SLI

00.

COMPUTER REPAIRS
IN

ORIKHAVEN
board.

Full quality

condition. £160

layouL.

+ VAT

—

Word
Ring

0525-715665.

M«M H .|lmfM*-«ffH .,..^l„„H.., -..„,,,
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1
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENT —

FRSKOriPUTERREPRIRS
- VIDEO VAULT INTERNATIONAL

I

"

1

»

ORDER FORM

10* REPAIR

-•'<•

111

CLA.SSII lfcT>l)B'-l
;

.

HOMI

i.i

;

I-OMI'ITINC. WFiPKIV.

E3

CLASSIFIED -RING
01-437 0699
Programs are always supplied on
and are accompanied by full
of the program variables, how
program works and any hints on

cassette
details

the

conversion you can offer. Please type
these details double spaced. Listings

are helpful but not essential.
vital

that the

is

completely

What

is

programs should be

error

free,

so

please

double check.

Always use a coupon firmly fixed to
the back of your envelope, and fully
complete and enclose the cassette
inlay card.

We

are particularly interested in

programs with
lines

of

BASIC.

less

than 100 actual

All submissions are

acknowledged.

Send your
programs to

HCW!

>.|llTi:ll IlliNlillt illllrilLlKIJL,

III,-

l..wn..

»

SERVICED

„(!,, • iiilUrJuir

':'.:..','.„'

s'.'-'n..

.
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i

i"i

i-

:
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Amstrad Users group.
They say
offers a monthly
round robin groups,
software, cheap
[heir

ii

newsletter,

discounted

competitions and free
You have lo pay £1 per
£10 per year. Write to:
"J
Brvant. 11 Havcnview
Seaton, Devon BX122PF.

tapes,
gifts.

issue or

CA

Gary Ramsay

lias set ui

Independent Oric Users'
and produced its first
litter. If

SAE

news

you're interested, sen'
suilablc for holding th
ter

(210 X 148

Gary

Crew,

Burnage,

at

mm

Kingswa
Mancheste
1

rujdci'.

ii

Personality pics

had a

e,

on Beamrider and Bruce
only gelling caught on the

"The first computer bought
was an Atari 800 and later
added a disc drive and printer lo
have
it, before buying a BBC.
made up several games including one which provides data on

le

platforms the second lime

1982 at
iremelv interested.
I

I

1

:

each of the

first

division fool-

ball clubs in great deiail

"Maybe

these aren'l records

I

.

r

only

si

His brother Thomas, ai
years old, is quite a mean
on
loo.

Beamrider
"A quick well done to
yer

iware houses for Soft Aid.

all
It

— from

the year they were formed to [he
colours they play in! Though I
couldn't include my favourite
club Manchester City because
they aren't in the first division

— yet!

"Castle Quest nearly drove
insane, though after a lol of

me

ihought and a

little

help from

my Dad finally cracked it, and
how pleased was
me nine days, which was really
I

1

il
:

Bury Grammar
have recently

1

myself.
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Quicksihra Mall Order,
P.O.

l

|

1

Box 6, Wimbome,

Dorset BA217PY.
telephone

(0202) 891 744.
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